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ABSTRACT: Gold nanowires are successfully grown on an ITO substrate by a
liquid−solid process. An excellent ﬁeld emission behavior of the nanowires, as
indicated by the ﬁeld enhancement factor (β) of up to 7585, indicates a signiﬁcant
decrease in energy barrier between the nanowires and the ITO substrate. A single
Au nanowire demonstrates a strong emission current up to 800 nA at an applied
voltage of 200 V. The outstanding reliability of the nanowires warrants their
potential applications as eﬀective electron ﬁeld emitters and chemical and/or
biological sensors in future microelectronics.

O

ne-dimensional (1-D) nanostructures such as nanowires
(NWs), nanotubes, and nanobelts have been widely used
for fabrication of electronic and ﬁeld emission devices.1−4 Onedimensional noble nanowires possess excellent electrical and
thermal conductivity, the very best malleability and ductility,
and high chemical inertness property.5 Au nanostructures have
been widely investigated for a century due to its easy fabrication
and many possible applications. Takayanagi et al. investigated
the behavior of electron transport through 1-D nanoscale Au
channels.6,7 With all of these attractive merits, Au nanomaterials
are most promising for applications, such as nanoelectronic
interconnects,6−8 optical transport behavior,9 chemical sensors,10 and biomedical or biosensing devices.11 There are many
reports about the synthesis techniques of gold nanostructures
such as oxidation reduction,12,13 electrochemical process,14,15 or
template fabrications.16
However, the synthesis method employing liquid−solid (L−
S) mechanism has yet to be explored. In this study, we report a
simple, low-temperature (∼400 °C) synthesis method to grow
single-crystal Au nanowires on an indium tin oxide (ITO)
substrate via the L−S growth process. These nanowires are
approximately 100 nm in diameter and 10 μm in length. The
ﬁeld emission characteristics of Au nanowires have been
studied, and the results indicate that the Au nanowires have a
great potential to be used for ﬁeld emission and sensor
applications.

been deposited on the ITO by e-beam deposition at a pressure
below 10−6 Torr. We have designed a unique method to grow
single-crystal Au nanowires with high aspect ratio through a L−
S mechanism. The L−S process takes place in two steps. It
starts with the formation of liquid Au−Ti droplets ﬁrst to be
followed by the growth of solid Au nanowires.
Figure 1 illustrates a schematic growth model of the singlecrystal Au nanowires form at low temperature on the ITO
substrate. Previous investigations of the binary Au−Ti system
have shown that Au−Ti solid solution may form above 400
°C.17,18 During the nucleation step, the Au/Ti multilayer
transforms and separates tiny Au−Ti nanoparticles having Au
concentration close to be ∼99% form on the ITO substrate
when the sample is annealed at temperature around 500 °C for
60 min. These Au-rich nanoparticles serve as the bases for the
nanowires growth, as shown in Figure 1a. In the second step,
extra colloidal gold nanoparticles which have been synthesized
by oleylamine/oleic acid system12,13 are poured onto the
existing Au-rich nanoparticles before the substrate are quickly
placed in the furnace. It is suggested that colloidal gold
nanoparticles deposited on the Au-rich nanoparticles transform
to form Au needle points due to a cooperative-controlled
crystallization mechanism.19 The extra colloidal gold in the
organic solvent can play a role in the synthesis process, such as
precursor and seed concentration and size, as well as providing
an optimal temperature and surface diﬀusion rate for reaction.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
ITO substrates are selected for the growth of Au nanowires. A
500 nm Ti thin ﬁlm to be followed with a 100 nm Au ﬁlm has
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Figure 1. Schematics depict the growth model for Au nanowires on ITO substrates. The SEM insets (a−c) illustrate the corresponding growth steps
(a−c).

Therefore, Au NWs are precipitated from the interface of the
Au supersaturated needle points as shown in Figure 1b. In an
eﬀort to synthesize free-standing Au nanowires by self-assembly
in a ﬂuid, Au vapor would serve as an additional source for
nanowires growth. Eventually, in Figure 1c, the free-standing
Au nanowires are grown on the ITO surface. More scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) images, optical microscopy (OM)
images, and EDS analysis for growth descriptions of Au
nanowires are presented in Figure S1 in the Supporting
Information.
Figure 2a shows the SEM morphology of nanowires grown
via L−S growth process on the ITO substrate. The nanowires
are about 10−15 μm in length. Parts b−d of Figure 2 show a
TEM image of an individual Au nanowire, its corresponding
high-angle annular dark ﬁeld (HAADF) image and energy

dispersive spectrometer (EDS) spectrum, respectively. Figure
2c is the corresponding high-resolution TEM image of the Au
nanowire; it shows a prefect single-crystal structure of our Au
nanowire. Furthermore, the interplanar distances between
(002) and (020) planes are both 0.21 nm. A selected-area
diﬀraction (SAD) pattern with [001] zone axis matches well
with the reported data of the Au NW which is a face centered
cubic crystal (fcc) structure, with a = b = c = 4.0786 Å, and it
belongs to the symmetry group of Fm3̅m.20 The SAD study of a
representative Au NW also displays a composite pattern that
originated with [110] growth orientation. Some previous
reports have been shown their Au nanowires fabricated with
the same direction.21,22 On the basis of the results, we suggest
that the Au nanoparticles may inhibit the growth of Au facets in
multiple dimensions so that the deposition of Au atoms on Au
(220) becomes a preferred orientation. Parts e−g of Figure 2
are the HAADF images of a single Au NW; each highlights a
diﬀerent region of the NW for detailed analysis. Figure 2e
shows a line-scan result of the Au nanowire, and a uniform
composition is obtained. Figure 2f shows that the concentrations of Au and Ti at the interface between the Au NW and
its root region are 99.29% and 0.71%. Figure 2g indicates that
the Au and Ti ratio in the root region is 99.09% vs 0.91%,
respectively. The slight increase of Au in the nanowire as
compared to that in the root region suggests that Au atoms are
pulled from the root region of Au-rich nanoparticles for the
nanowire growth via the L−S mechanism.
For the electric ﬁeld emitter made with Au nanowires grown
on a designed area (∼1 cm2) of the ITO plate, Figure 3 shows
the ﬁeld emission characteristics of the device including Figure
3a for the current density versus applied electric ﬁeld, Figure 3b
for the typical Fowler−Nordheim plot, and Figure 3c for the
reliability test. The distance between the anode and cathode
was ﬁxed at 100 μm. The ITO coated with phosphor was used
for plate screen measurement, and the Au nanowire emitters
were chosen as the cathode. The presented data (Figure 3a) are
repeatedly measured over 50 times without ﬂuctuation. The
turn-on ﬁeld is deﬁned as the applied voltage needed to
produce an emitting current density of 0.01 mA/cm2. The inset
indicates that the single-crystal Au nanowires on ITO substrate
exhibit a turn-on ﬁeld around 2.5−3 V/μm. The maximum
emission current can reach up to 1.5 mA/cm2, as the applied
voltage increases over 1000 V. Even after 50 tests, Au nanowire
emitters still possess more than 60% of its peak value. The Au
nanowires synthesized through the L−S method are single
crystal in structure. They are diﬀerent from the polycrystalline
nanowires grown by these processes.12−16 Since the conductivity for single-crystal Au nanowires is better than that of

Figure 2. (a) SEM image of free-standing Au nanowires grown on
ITO substrate. The average length of Au nanowires is about 10−15
μm. (b) High-magniﬁcation TEM image revealing the diameter of Au
nanowire is close to 100 nm. (c) High-resolution TEM image
corresponding to the Au nanowire in b. The inset displays the SAD
patterns with the [001] zone of the Au nanowire. (d) HAADF TEM
image and its corresponding EDS line-scan proﬁle. (e) HAADF image
and the line-scanned EDS result of an individual Au nanowire. (f)
Showing the mapping composition results at the root of the Au
nanowire indicating the presence of Au−Ti alloy. (g) Mapping result
revealing the composition at the interface between the Au nanowire
and the root.
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Figure 3. Field-emission current as a function of applied electric ﬁeld at 100 μm between emitters and anode. Panels a and b represent the electric
ﬁeld emission behaviors and the corresponding ln(J/E2)−(1/E) plots of the ﬁeld emission device, respectively. The data were recorded for a series of
experiments, denoted as average values of the initial 10 and the total 50 measurements. (c) Showing the reliability tests conducted at a ﬁxed voltage
of 600 and 900 V overtime. (d) Displaying the ﬂuorescent light-emitting photographs under several diﬀerent applied voltages. The scale bar denotes
1 cm.

Information. Low resistance of the Au nanowire itself also
provides good conductivity for the electron transport which
leads to the high-current ﬁeld emission and high ﬁeld
enhancement factor.33 On the other hand, attributed to the
lower density of the Au nanowires on the ITO substrate, from
the simulation results in Figures S3 and S4 in the Supporting
Information, the screening eﬀect which will reduce the ﬁeld
emission characteristics such as the ﬁeld enhancement factor is
minimal in our device.
Since device reliability is the most important factor that
decides if a device has any potential to become commercially
viable. We thus put on Au nanowire emitters on a stress test. As
shown in Figure 3c, the Au nanowires ﬁeld emitters have been
tested under a high operating voltage at 600 and 900 V for 30
min. At 900 V, the emission current reaches around 0.772 mA/
cm2 with a standard deviation of 0.084 mA/cm2. The inset also
shows the emission current and standard deviation to be 0.086
mA/cm2 and 0.009 mA/cm2 at 600 V, respectively. The
reliability results of the Au nanowire ﬁeld emitters are
promising. Figure 3d shows the ﬂuorescent light-emitting
images of the emitter taken from the front cathode plate, as the
device varies from 300 to 800 V.
To further investigate the ﬁeld emission properties of an
individual Au nanowire, Figure 4 shows the results of an Au
nanowire tested in situ within a TEM. Figure 4a illustrates the
in situ ﬁeld emission measurement setup in an in situ ultrahighvacuum transmission electron microscopy (UHV-TEM). A
single Au nanowire is attached on a commercial gold needle by
using a conductive silver paste. The distance between the anode
and Au emitter is 500 nm. The single Au nanowire exhibits a
turn-on voltage of 130 V, as indicated by a blue arrow, and the
maximum emission current is up to 800 nA at an applied

the polycrystalline Au nanowires, higher emission current
density and larger ﬁeld enhancement factor (β) are achieved.
Our Au nanowires have shown much better emission properties
than those reported from metallic emitters such as TaSi2,23
TiSi2,24 Ti5Si3,25 Ni2Si,26 Cr5Si3,27 and CoSi nanowires.28
Figure 3b shows the corresponding Fowler−Nordheim plots
(ln(J/E2)−(1/E) curve) of the device after 10 and 50 tests,
respectively; the current−voltage equation is given as follows.29
⎛ Aβ 2E2 ⎞ ⎛ BΦ3/2 ⎞
J=⎜
⎟
⎟exp⎜ −
βE ⎠
⎝ Φ ⎠ ⎝

where J is the current density, E is the applied ﬁeld strength,
and Φ is the work function. A and B are constants,
corresponding to 1.56 × 10−10 A V−2 eV and 6.83 × 103 V
eV−3/2 μm−1, respectively. The β factor, representing the quality
of the ﬁeld emission for the tip shape on a planar surface, can
be estimated from the slope (−BΦ3/2/β) of the F−N plot. At
high applied ﬁeld, the β value indicates that the barriertunneling mechanism is responsible for the ﬁeld emission.
From the measurements with a work function value at 5.1 eV,30
the calculated β value of the single-crystal Au nanowires is
about 7585 in the initial 10 tests. After 50 tests, the β value is
still round at 7187, which is much higher than the previous
report.14−16,23−28 This high β value should result from the
better conductivity between the Au nanowires and ITO
substrate, and the low screening eﬀect of the sample. Besides,
a good ohmic contact is achieved between Au nanowire and
ITO substrate. To further explain the so great β values of our
device, a model of high-current ﬁeld emission with a simple
band diagram between the Ti thin ﬁlm layer and n-type ITO
substrate is proposed31,32 in Figure S2 in the Supporting
12826
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ITO substrate and the low screening eﬀect. The reliability tests
indicate that the emission current of the Au nanowire ﬁeld
emitter is very stable under a high operating voltage of 600 and
900 V for 30 min. An Au nanowire emission study also
demonstrates a strong emission current up to 800 nA at an
applied voltage of 200 V. A nearly constant emission current is
obtained at an applied voltage of 130 V for 15 min. TEM
investigation also conﬁrmed the unchanged microstructures of
the Au nanowire before and after the emission test. The above
outstanding results warrant possible applications for Au
nanowires as the electron ﬁeld emitters and chemical and/or
biological sensors in future microelectronics.

■

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
A horizontal three-zone tube furnace system, including a
mechanical pump, a gas ﬂow system, and a quartz tube alumina
tube combo, is used to synthesize the nanowires. The vacuum
level is higher than 1 × 10−2 Torr, and the maximum annealing
temperature is up to 1500 °C. Indium tin oxide substrates are
selected for the growth of Au nanowires. Prior to the growth of
nanowires, ITO substrates are consecutively cleaned by
ultrasonication with acetone and deionized water. The Ti and
Au thin ﬁlms are deposited separately on the ITO by e-beam
deposition under the pressure of 1.0 × 10−6 Torr. The extra
colloidal gold nanoparticles have been synthesized by a
chemical reﬂux method. A 150 mg amount of chloroauric
acid (HAuCl4) is mixed with 800 μL of oleylamine and 400 μL
of oleic acid in 100 mL of toluene, and reﬂuxed at 120 °C for
several hours. The nanowires have been characterized using a
ﬁeld emission transmission electron microscope (FE-TEM,
JEM-3000F) provided with an EDS equipment used to obtain
the chemical compositions of the microstructures. The Zcontrast images are obtained by a HAADF detector to detect
the electrons scattered at high angles. The TEM sample is
prepared by ultrasonic treatment, where nanowires are removed
and dispersed in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and several drops of
the dispersion are placed to conventional carbon-coated copper
grids. The ﬁeld emission current is measured below 1 × 10−6
Torr at room temperature. The distance between the anode
and the emitting surface is ﬁxed at 100 μm. In addition, the
nanoscale ﬁeld emission current of an individual Au nanowire
has been carried out in an in situ ultrahigh-vacuum TEM (in
situ UHV-TEM, JEM-2000 V), which is combined with a
scanning tunneling microscope (STM) with a nanooperation
system. The system included mechanical motions in three
dimensions, and the ﬁne adjustments are performed with a
piezo-tube scanner. The lowest emission current is recorded on
the level of picoampere (pA).

Figure 4. Field-emission current as a function of applied electric ﬁeld
between the individual Au nanowire and anode. (a) Highmagniﬁcation TEM image and its inset describe a measurement
setup in an in situ UHV-TEM. (b) Inset representing the ﬁeld
emission behavior of an individual Au nanowire and its corresponding
durability test at 130 V overtime. (c and d) SAD patterns at the initial
and ﬁnal experimental conditions. No signiﬁcant changes are observed
in c and d.

voltage of 200 V in Figure 4b. Although the value is less than
the best reported values of the single-walled carbon nanotube
(SWCNT) and the single pure ZrO/W nanowire,34,35 it is
much better than other emitters such as ZnO nanowire,33
multiwalled carbon nanotube (MWCNT), and TaSi2 nanowires.36,37 The inset of Figure 4b shows, in a reliability test of
an Au nanowire, the emission current is stable around 15 nA at
130 V for a 15 min continuous operation.
Meanwhile, we also simulate the outstanding experimental
emission results of the individual Au nanowire by using the
ﬁnite element method. The calculated results with the
COMSOL 3.3 software are shown in the Supporting
Information. The simulated results show that if the applied
voltage reaches at 200 V, the highest electric ﬁeld at the corner
area can reach up to 5.2 × 109 V/m. Figure S5c presents the
equipotential distributions while the nanodevice is turned on.
Other simulation data are also given in Figure S5 in Supporting
Information. Parts c and d of Figure 4 show the SAD pattern
images before and after the emission tests, respectively. They
provide the direct evidence that the microstructure of this Au
nanowire undergoing a 15 min harsh emission test at an applied
voltage of 130 V does not change at all.

■

■

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, free-standing and single-crystal Au nanowires have
been successfully fabricated at low temperature by a liquid−
solid (L−S) growth process. The morphology of Au nanowires
is needlelike with lengths up to 15 μm and the average diameter
of Au nanowire about 100 nm. The electric ﬁeld emitters made
by Au nanowires on the large-scale devices and a nano ﬁeld
emitter made by an individual Au nanowire have been
investigated. The single-crystal Au nanowires exhibit outstanding properties at the lowest turn-on ﬁeld of 3−3.5 V/μm
and the maximum current density of 1.5 mA/cm2. A
reproducible value of the ﬁeld enhancement factor is close to
7585 due to higher conductivity between Au nanowires and
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